Students Protest at PBE during Rush

Freshmen swall first round lottery assignments

August 31

Wesley H. Williams '96 is caught stealing signs from Boston University University, a subsequent source of signs to stolen signs in his name.

September 1

Otto Plene relics as head of the Center for Advanced Visual Studies. Plene says, "It's time to leave your obligations to a new generation.

September 2

Freshmen who do not receive housing assignments in the first two lotteries are told to pick up their permanent assignments after a third lottery today, eventually, freshmen without assignments are crowded in the lounges of the dormitories.

The MIT Solar Electric Vehicle Club placed first in the Tour de Sol Commuter Class in the American Tour de Sol race, the vehicle, Aztec, powered only by lead acid batteries and solar cells, and traveled 563 miles in five days.

Decentralized System Lacks Consistency

Harassment, from Page 4

What is unique about the guide is that it talks about harassment from the point of view of the four people involved: the complainant, the respondent, the complaint-handler, and the bystanders.

Samuel J. Keyser

"We don't like the fact that there are 60 pages of rules that we have to go through to deal with harassment.

Samuel J. Keyser said, but the treatment of the legal system for handling harassment.

Incidents involve harassment

In three prominent incidents this year, several students and faculty members were themselves to be victims or perpetrators of harassment.

On March 13, racial slurs were allegedly shouted at four black students from a window in the Beta Epsilon. The Committee on the basis of what happened at the event, the Beta Epsilon Phi house in November, leaving a large message on the sidewalk. The message has been labeled homophobic. One gay men's group of TEP. Thomas Lawrence '95 wrote in a letter to the letter that he felt he was "being personally singled out." He added, "Somebody thought appropriate to say me something ridiculous and inane.
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